Installing The Tops
1997-2004 TJ
(There are a few differences between the 97-02 and the 03-04 models)

Secure all loose straps!!!!
Insert the top's ear flap
piece plastic strip up into the
plastic channel receiver on
each side's plastic door
guards.
The pair of small "D" ring
straps are not needed for
the 1997-2002 TJ model.

Let one side dangle.
(The loose end.)
(Look at that beautiful top
illuminate.)

Installing The Tops
1997-2004 TJ (continued)
Grab loose end and stretch across
the other side. Then insert the other
ear flap's plastic strip into the
opposite side's door guard's receiver
channel. (repeating the first
direction.) This is a little
tricky/sensitive. Be gentle because as
you stretch the top to the other side,
the previously inserted plastic strip
might jump out. Another person
would make this easier, but YOU
CAN DO IT!

Using the same principal as the ear
flap plastic strips, insert the top's
front plastic strip into the windshield
channel's receiver groove. Make sure
the sides are pushed flush into the
groove.
Hint: Begin inserting the plastic strip
around the red arrows working your
way first towards the center, then to
each side last. It's a little easier this
way. (After this is done, you might
have to alter the position of the ear
flap plastic strips to make the top
more taut, by sliding them back a
little.)

Installing The Tops
1997-2004 TJ (continued)
1997-2002 TJ
Always fasten the center strap first!
Securely fasten all the straps around
the rollbars.
NOTE:
On 1997-2002 TJ, you will not need the
far straps marked with a red arrow. You
will however need the far buckles
(marked with the green arrows.) You
can either wrap the unnecessary strap
around the side bar, or cut them off
with a pair of scissors.

Detail of center
strap

NOTE: the green arrow is showing how
the unused strap is wrapped around
the side bars. Or, again, you can cut it
off.

1997-2002 Sound Bar:
If you have a sound bar, you will have
to loosen the bolt(s), shown by the red
arrow, on one or both sides. This will
allow you to pull open a small gap
between the sound bar and the roll bar,
which will allow you to squeeze the
buckles through.
This is the only way to do it.

Installing The Tops
1997-2004 TJ (continued)
2003-2004 TJ has a
permanent sound bar
configuration. Using the
T30 Star socket head,
remove the rear bolt.
Place the small "D" ring
strap over the whole, and
screw the bolt back into
the sound bar. Leave this
permanent.
The straps, shown with
the green arrows, slide a
little under the edges of
the sound bars.

Using The Ear Flaps
1997-2004 TJ
Optional. Use the Ear Flaps.
Removing The Side Plastic
Door Guards
Do not insert the top into the
side groove. Remove the two
pins (shown by green arrows) by
turning counter-clockwise.

Velcro straps not used on 2003-2004 TJ when Ear Flaps
are in use. (Shown by red arrows.)

